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This tends to equalize the wrongness of murder. Under what circumstances, if ever, can we take an 'innocent'
human life? We will also examine the key positions taken on abortion and look at those affected by it. In this
case I am glad that people are so passionate, a human life is at stake. If "personhood" is acquired, opinions
differ about when this happens. Potentiality is in the argument from the very beginning. There are many
different opinions and stances which could be taken, however, the question for Christians is just where they
should stand on this matter. The Argument from Interests A second objection to the FLO account of the
immorality of abortion involves arguing that even though fetuses have FLOs, non sentient fetuses do not meet
the minimum conditions for having any moral standing at all because they lack interests. Pro-life supporters
argue that abortion is morally wrong on the basis that a fetus is an innocent human person [58] or because a
fetus is a potential life that will, in most cases, develop into a fully functional human being. Abortions were
legal until the mids when states began to outlaw them. What is the rationale behind what leads a woman to
terminate her pregnancy? One might then argue that the right to life seems to be a stronger right than the right
to control one's own body in the case of abortion because the loss of one's life is a greater loss than the loss of
the right to control one's own body in one respect for nine months. More importantly, leaving the potential
mother uncertain and even destroyed. Jonathan Glover, in his article Matters of Life and Death casts
dispersions on both pro-abortion and anti-abortion debates citing them as too knee-jerk emotional reactions
diminishing the inherent complexity of the other side 1. The introduction to this paper is to discuss the
controversy of abortion and its connection between individual rights and government control. On the one
hand, if we know what property we possess that makes killing us wrong, then we can ask whether fetuses have
the same property. Newman English November 12, The Controversy surrounding abortion remains a hot topic
of discussion. This paper explores the history and international use of abortion, as well as the empirical and
moral claims made by both sides of the issue. Notice how nicely the FLO account of the wrongness of killing
explains this unanimity of opinion. It is no different than the right to vote or to drive. The analysis of the
previous section is an exposition of the nature of this considered judgment. It's a necessity at that point. This is
essentially Engelhardt's [] view. Therefore, the FLO account shows that abortion, except in rare instances, is
seriously wrong. The societal contributions of a potentially valuable human being are wiped out. Supporters of
choice claim that ending the life of a fetus is not in the same moral category as ending the life of an adult
human being. As a matter of fact, in arguments of this sort, there is at least one other way out. One of the
initial problems that lead to the debate about abortion is the fact that, the definition of the term abortion varies
from one field to another.


